May 2016

Welcome to the SwiftStack Monthly Newsletter!
Hello,
Summer is approaching, and Spring has seen a great deal of growth at SwiftStack. From customer stories to new solutions
with partners to new assets recorded at trade shows, this newsletter has plenty of new things to share. We are also doing
our first contest, inspired by one of our customers sharing their experiences. Let us know what you think, and don’t be shy
about entering the contest yourself!
Respectfully,
Mario Blandini, VP of Marketing

Customers
We love sharing the success our customers have, as the community values this
information more than virtually all other product information. Over the past 90 days,
we have welcomed many customers, among whom include:

Also, you can learn more about how a few longer-term customers are leveraging
SwiftStack:
Bendigo Telecom Press Release
Cisco user video

Contest
One of our favorite case studies is Burton Snowboards. Learn how they leverage
SwiftStack by checking out the presentation Jim Merritt gave at the OpenStack
Summit in Austin, TX.
From now until June 3, you can enter to win your own Burton Process Snowboard!
Even if you are not the lucky winner, you’ll also have a chance to win 1 of 10
SwiftStack care packages, which includes a bunch of great stuff like a leather
notebook and premium pen. All winners will be announced on June 6. Click here to
learn how to enter!

Product Update
Metadata Search now available!

A few weeks ago, we announced SwiftStack 4.0 and noted that the highlighted
features would be available in the next 90 days. One of those features, Metadata
Search, is already available! Learn more by checking out this blog article and
watching the demo video.

Cisco + SwiftStack Solution for Genomics
We’ve worked with the Metapod team at Cisco to put together a complete object
storage solution leveraging Cisco UCS servers. To learn more, check out the solution
guide at https://www.swiftstack.com/cisco/.

Other Interesting Blog Posts
Increasing the value of data with metadata indexing and search
SwiftStack's 2016 Plan
Introducing SwiftStack 4.0

Upcoming Events
ACQUIRE
Conference & EXPO
June 8 - 9
Washington, D.C.

CIOarena
June 15
Philadephia, PA

Creative Storage
June 23
Culver City, CA

Cisco Live
July 10 - 14
Las Vegas, NV
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